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Bernanke plumbs the yield curve's mysteries, but his economic outlook is clear -- and 
bad for bonds. 

Ben Bernanke's musings last night left his views on the yield curve and bond yields open to 
varying interpretations, as was perhaps best captured by the lead of today's Wall Street 
Journal report by Greg Ip: "Unusually low long-term interest rates could require the Fed to keep 
the short-term rates it controls higher -- or lower -- than normal, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben 
Bernanke said." The confusion must have briefly distracted the bond market from discerning 
the bottom-line message which, cutting through the central banker jargon, was actually quite 
clear: whatever is keeping the long end in check, Bernanke does not see the shape of the yield 
curve "indicating a significant economic slowdown to come." In fact, he noted, "market 
participants do not harbor significant reservations about the economic outlook," pointing to tight 
corporate credit spreads which "would seem to be consistent with continuing solid economic 
growth." After opening the session slightly stronger, by late morning the 10-year Treasury was 
down by nearly half a point, pushing the yield back to 4.72%. 

It has been our contention that recent action along the curve has primarily reflected the market's 
bet on the future course of Fed policy. Late last month, when the curve went into inversion by 
as much as 16 basis points, it corresponded with an odds-on bet that the Fed would be moving 
into rate-cut mode next year after raising the funds rate to a peak of 5% this year. The curve 
inversion unwound and long-term yields were sent sharply higher earlier this month as the rate-
cut bets in longer-dated futures were cut back considerably in keeping with a brighter growth 
outlook (see "Catch Up" March 10, 2006).  

Last week saw another reversal as a couple of pieces of data were viewed as not only limiting 
the need for additional Fed action but again upping the chances for rate-cutting not far down the 
road. The market put particular store in the reading on core inflation in the February CPI. The 
report of just a 0.1% increase sent the 10-year bond rallying by nine bps to a yield of 4.64%, 
while fed funds futures moved to price for a better than even chance of a rate cut by 
December.  

The excitement generated by the below-expectations 0.1% rise in the core, however, seemed 
difficult to square with certain relevant facts. For one thing, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
rounds changes in the raw data to the nearest tenth of one percent for purposes of public 
reporting. The actual increase in the core measure was .148%. Had it been just two-
thousandths of a point higher, it would have been reported as a rise of .2%, in line with 
expectations. Even more to the point, though, at 2.1%, the year-on-year core rate is running at 
the top end of the Fed's "comfort" zone. That must be considered in the context of an outlook 
for continued economic strength and the Fed's ingrained conviction that strong growth 
inevitably gives rise to capacity constraints which ultimately cause inflation. One marginally 
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below-expectations reading from a backward-looking statistical inflation index is unlikely to have 
even a negligible influence on policy deliberations at this point. 

The market is today going some distance toward correcting for last week's wishful thinking rally, 
but we see further vulnerability with yields at these levels. If the Fed envisions that only two 
more rate hikes are likely in store -- moving to 4.75% next week and 5% in May -- it will 
probably want to give some hint that this policy cycle is close to conclusion in next week's policy 
statement. Our strong hunch, though, is that the FOMC will provide no such signal next week, 
leaving the statement essentially unchanged, and continuing to underscore concerns about 
"increases in resource utilization." That is especially the case, we think, with this being 
Bernanke's first policy meeting as chairman. Given the questions about his anti-inflation 
credentials that have arisen owing to his past statements (the regularly heard moniker 
"Helicopter Ben" is one expression of that doubt), Bernanke will want to ensure that he is 
giving no quarter to such skepticism at the outset of his chairmanship. Indeed, allaying such 
concerns could well motivate Bernanke to lean tighter than he would have otherwise in the early 
stages of his tenure. In any case, we rate it as a better than even chance that the markets will 
be compelled to begin upping their estimate of the top end of this rate cycle to 5.25% following 
the FOMC meeting a week from today. 

Bottom line: Putting aside his intellectual exercise attempting to fathom current yield curve 
dynamics, Ben Bernanke yesterday gave a fairly straightforward assessment of his current 
economic view, which is decidedly upbeat and gives little support to the notion that the Fed is 
contemplating an early exit to this policy cycle. Fixed income markets last week responded 
disproportionately to a few data releases which were seen giving the Fed less reason to 
continue raising rates. The market is now reversing some of those moves, but it will have further 
to go in reconciling for a Fed that is likely to continue pushing rates beyond current market 
expectations.  


